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Respectful in every way

Hope you have had a restful and wonderful Easter break.
It is that time of the year when the Grade 3 and Grade 5 students complete the annual
NAPLAN testing process. We have been slowly developing student confidence on how to
use the online system with whole class instructional lessons, as well as a practice test scenario for only the Grade 5 students. At the end of Term 1 we did some paper practice tests
that gave me the information I needed to assist the students with any gaps in their
learning. We will continue to focus on these areas up to the formalised testing in Week 4.
The NAPLAN testing consists of a 50 minute Reading test, 50 minute writing test of
either a narrative or a persuasive piece, a numeracy test and finally a language
conventions test which looks at spelling, grammar and punctuation. If you have any
concerns about your child participating in the NAPLAN testing, please email me and I
can discuss any concerns with you.
Class Agreement
Just a reminder of our class agreement that is short, sweet

Contact Me.

and to the point. Respectful in every way.

Feel free to contact the school to make an
appointment if you need to speak to me
Ph: 9789 0514.
My door is always open, but please be
mindful that I need to be ready to start
class at 8:55 and I do have meetings afterschool on Monday to Wednesday.

You can also contact me via email
Jacquelyn.schneider@education.vic.gov.au

WHAT’S ON?
May 7th: Mother’s Day
Stall
May 7th : Girls Movie
Night

This rule has been discussed many times within Term 1
and some children have required more reminders than
others. Respect is also one of our school values and whilst
most student display this value in the class to me, we are
working on showing respect to those we may not know so
well or who haven't had time to earn respect because they
are walking into the classroom for the first time.

May 21st: District Cross
Country

May 26th: Open Night

May 24th-28th: Education Week.

June 14th: Queens BirthMay 27th: Biggest Morn- day Holiday
ing Tea
June 25th: Term 2 Ends

May 25th: Tentative
May 11th-13th: NAPLAN Growing and Knowing
Information session.
May 20th: Curriculum
Day
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May 27th: Footy Incursion

June 11th: Boys Movie
Night

May 28th: Jump Rope for July 12th: Term 3 Begins.
Heart
Term 2
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Curriculum Term 2

Term 2

Inquiry

The first half of the term the students are studying Business and Economics, where the students will
be creating and planning a small fair ground game in a group of two or three. They will need to plan
the activity, assess the needs and wants of the consumer, the cost of a win or a loss for them as a business, how to compete with all the other games at the fair and finally evaluate their performance and
make changes to their business approach. This inquiry topic ties in very nicely with day to day Mathematics. For example, money, calculating change, discounts using percentages and budgeting.
The second half of term we will be completing the Growing and Knowing unit which will focus on how
student bodies will change during puberty, how to manage the transition associated with puberty and
personal hygiene . We have a tentative booking for a parent and student information night on
Tuesday 25th May. We are unsure if the night will be at school or via Zoom, due to COVID
restrictions. I will let you know as soon as we have clarification.

Literacy
We begin the term with a major focus on comprehension in preparation for NAPLAN. I have planned the
following reading comprehension strategies using the data from the student’s CARS assessment. The
major areas of focus will be Main Idea, Making Predictions, Inferring, Fact and Opinion and Summarising. Using the same assessment, students will have their individual learning goals set and have 3
sessions a week to practice and develop their personal skills.
Using our Inquiry topic of Business and Economics, students will be linking their persuasive writing
skills to their project work. They will be researching advertisements, emotive language, alliteration,
poetry and slogans and finally developing their oral language skills to sell their business.

Maths
The major focus for Term 2 is to build on the learning of Term 1 and apply that learning across other
areas of the Maths curriculum. There will be a lot of measurement and converting between units of
measurement, fractions and decimals, time including calendars and timetables, angles and shape.
Worded problems, multistep problems and problem solving skills will also be taught, with our Booster
Group focus on Addition and Subtraction.

Homework
Homework has begun in week 2. It requires the students to read regularly for 30 minutes a night if
possible. From that reading there may be some writing activities set that will be open ended so
children of all different abilities can complete the task, or spelling activities using the SMART
spelling rules. Within the class we held a discussion and the overwhelming vote was to continue
with the MathMate worksheets, as they have a lot of different topics covered within a week. The children also expressed that it had easy sections and parts that required more thinking, or extension
from what they already know.
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